
 

 

Bulletin Board for 5th Squadron, 7th Cavalry (1960s-Present) 
LZ JOE (Doug Oliver) Served in 69 with HHC and E Co. goula18@yahoo.com Doug 

Oliver ... Department of Defense Reunion Database ... 
 

Name: Miller. Jr, Aaron  

Place of living: Indiahoma, ok 

Service Name: Junior Miller 

Date of Birth: 10-Feb-1949 

E-Mail Address: Millerbug13@aol.com 

 

Service enlisted in: Army from 1968 through 1989. 

 

Miscellaneous personal information:  
5 foot 7 apppencix scar right side. Sandy blonde hair.  

 

Place Stationed:  
Location: Quan Loi 

Country: Vietnam 

Dates there: 26-Oct-2068 through 21-Oct-2069 

Unit: 5th Bn 7th cav company C 

Service Name: Junior Miller 

Date of Birth: 10-Feb-1949 

E-Mail Address: Millerbug13@aol.com 

 

Service enlisted in: Army from 1968 through 1989. 

 

Miscellaneous personal information:  
5 foot 7 apppencix scar right side. Sandy blonde hair.  

 

Place Stationed:  
Location: Quan Loi, LZ Jake, LZ JOE. Song Be 

Country: Vietnam 

Dates there: 26-Oct-2068 through 21-Oct-2069 
 

 

Quan Loi: Where I Learned the Meaning of Fear and Other Memories 
Hi, Bunker-mates!  
I am Tom Atkins (was PFC) who served April to August 1969 with A 6/27. I learned the real meaning of 

fear at Quan Loi and LZ Joe.  
My mind is a blank when it comes to names of those in FDC, however I remember the FDC Chief was a 

truly outstanding SSGT (E-6), a highly capable warrior and leader. 
I remember the incidents of what seemed like almost daily in-coming harassment mortar fire around chow 

time. The first time that happened I dove to the ground right at the entrance to the chow tent. Everyone else 

took off running. It seemed they had forgotten the rule from basic training: "HIT THE GROUND! You 

can't outrun shrapnel!"  
But as I peeked up from under my helmet as I lay prone on the ground, I immediately realized the reason 

for their haste to run. I was laying less than 5 feet from a huge butane tank!  
Remembrance 2: While assigned to night perimeter bunker guard for the first time (it was facing the tree 

line on the west side), a flare was tripped in "the wire." My fellow guard and I saw what looked like a 
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human figure quickly hitting the ground. We communicated what we saw. The officer of the guard stated 

that rats often tripped the flares, but would send someone to investigate. 
Immediately after communicating that, 2 incoming 122mm rockets bracketed our bunker, a third landed 

near us but did not explode. They were incoming from BEHIND us (coming from the east, obviously trying 

to hit the aircraft on the airfield),  
Suddenly we realized that a NVA Sapper unit had breached our wire and a huge firefight broke out. I think 

on that occasion we had two casualties that did not survive.  
At the break of dawn we had a least eight enemy lying dead (and pieces of them) inside our wire. I'm not 

sure how many bodies were outside the wire. They had breached our wire through the trenches - wash-outs 

under the wire caused by the rains. If the trip-flares had not been there, I am certain our casualties would 

have been great. 
As we checked the bodies of the enemy, one of my buddies flipped over one of the bodies that had a leg 

missing. To our alarming surprise, the poor soul was still alive and lifted his hands saying, "Chu hoi." 

Shortly thereafter a South Vietnamese Army interrogator came over and started stomping on the chest and 

shouting questions to the sapper.  
At that point I felt like emptying my M-14 clip into that brutal interrogator.  
The last I saw of the terrified NVA Sapper, he was being thrown onto a stretcher -- hopefully he received 

more humane treatment. 
I can also recall when we were almost over-run at "LZ Joe" near the Cambodian border in late July 69. That 

is where we took two 8" tubes to interdict an NVA Regiment that was to pass through there, according to 

intelligence, in two weeks. They showed up in four days! We were a reinforced company of infantry and 

our two eight-inchers. It was about 170 of us against 4000 enemy. DEFCONs, air gunships, and our direct 

8" fire saved our bacon. We suffered at least 30% dead and wounded that night. My bunker-mate there, a 

red-haired Medic, was awarded the bronze star for his heroism. He deserved more. 
I'll save more details for later.  
I'll be very interested in getting names of any of our bunker-mates. The best email address for me is 

chapatkins@msn.com.  
Strangely enough, after I got out of the Army, I taught high school, went to seminary, served a church in 

Texas, and then became a U.S. Navy chaplain. I served with Marine infantry, combat engineer, and 

aviation units for 8 of my 24 years as a chaplain. I retire in July 2003. 
Thanks for this website. I remember a lot of being in Vietnam (Quan Loi), but have drawn a blank on the 

names of those I served with there.  
Respectfully,  
Tom Atkins  
Captain, Chaplain Corps, USN, Retired  
 

 

To: GailA  

Drafted May 10,1968 arrived Cam Rahn Bay, Vietnam Republic of October 17, 1968, 

assigned to 1st Air Calvary 5th Btln,7th Calvary. Flew up to Hong Kong Mt. 4 days later, 

spent 3 days in-processing received arms and ammo and flew to Camp Evans, assigned to 

C Co.5/7 as 11 Bravo (Grunt) met with the Sgt. Major along with 12 other new troopers 

and was asked if I had mortar training and I replied yes, assigned to E Co. 5/7 as Mortar 

man. Completed 5 days of jungle training at Camp Evans and was then put on Huey out 

to the Sand Flats to a small LZ named Jeanie, Second day assigned to the Recon Squad 

went out on patrol to secure helicopter which had been shot down. Two weeks later 

assigned as RTo for Company Co. In early November Air Cav moved south to Quan Loi 

and then out to LZ Jake where we humped the scenic area, from Jake back to Quan Loi to 

patrol adjacent areas, from there to LZ Joe Michelin Rubber Plantation area, to LZ Mary 

to LZ Ellen to LZ Buttons to LZ Thomas(Nui Bah Rah) to Buttons to humping all along 

the river in Phouc Long, Aug 16 won Div. Trooper of the Week and was sent to Phouc 

Vinh to stay at Div. Hdqrs with the General and his Staff. From sleeping in the mud for 

10 months to sleeping in an air conditioned trailer with enough sand bags and PSP around 



 

 

it to think one was back in the world. But yes that is what I did.  

27 posted on Monday, February 16, 2004 12:39:38 PM by cav68  
 

 

NamCobra Says:  

 

I used White Phosphorus, as seventeen pound rockets, in South Vietnam in 1969, near 

Song Be Provence to save an American convoy driving the roads to bring supplies to LZ 

Buttons. If I had not used White Phosphorus that convoy attack could have been wiped 

out but instead -- by lucky circumstance -- we alone with my helicopter fire team of two 

helped our nation's fighting citizens survive another day. Wille Pete was not banned as a 

chemical war weapon in 1969 and perhaps I accidentally on purpose then saved many 

American lives in that convoy that could have been, instead, on the Washington, DC 

Wall. In war -- survival comes first -- hoping the enemy weaknesses fade from the battle 

ground. If I played dirty back then -- I'm sorry -- to those enemy guys trying to kill us. It 

only happened this once and I will take full responsibility for saving those brave 

American truck and jeep drivers. I didn't know them by name but I loved them just the 

same and long may they live! 

November 21st, 2005 at 11:09 pm  
 

 

A Trip Down Memory Lane (A.K.A. Thunder Road) 

By Ty Dodge  

“Why in the world are you going to Vietnam?!?” I heard that question a hundred 

times last spring as my wife, Florence, and I prepared for our trip. Couldn’t they 

make the connection that this fifty-ish guy might have been there once before?  

I’ll have to admit that questioning the question was far less difficult than answering 

it. Was I healing old wounds? Tying up emotional loose ends? Seeking affirmation 

of the sacrifice of so many brave Americans? Certainly all those things were 

kindling the flame to go back. But it really boiled down to this: Vietnam was one of 

the most significant experiences of my life—and going back was simply a chance to 

remember.  

Florence and I started in Hanoi and worked our way south through Hue, Danang, 

Dalat, and Ho Chi Minh City. Vietnam is, as you may recall, a place of 

extraordinary beauty. And the Vietnamese people proved to be among the 

friendliest we’ve ever encountered—especially when they discovered we were 

American! Toi la nguoi My! “I am an American!” Four little words that unlocked a 

thousand smiles!  

It seemed that everything had changed—and nothing had changed at all. The 

communist country of Vietnam is striving mightily to capitalize on capitalism. Yet it 

is still the dirt poor country we remember from a quarter century ago. From Hanoi 

to the poorest villages, though, there were smiles and hot tea. Everywhere, smiles 

and hot tea.  

But, if seeing the country and meeting the people was the main course, returning to 

Cav Country was the dessert! The last leg of our journey took us up Highway 

13—Thunder Road—into Song Be and Tay Ninh Provinces. Names a Blackhorse 

Trooper will never forget flooded my mind: Ben Cat, Cu Chi, An Loc, Loc Ninh, 
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Phuoc Long, Bu Dop!  

My objective in Song Be was to find FSB Buttons. It was there that I Troop was 

hammered in the early morning darkness of November 4th, 1969. Jim Brady was 

killed. Several others wounded. I really wanted to stand again on that hallowed 

ground. Buttons, though, is far from a regular tourist stop, and our trip planners 

were somewhat skeptical we’d find it.  

Like I say, though, things hadn’t changed much in a quarter century. A few old 

battle maps rescued from a footlocker in our basement, and several others 

graciously loaned me by COL Leach, put us right on the spot where 3d Platoon 

made its stand that night in ’69!  

I had wondered for years how I might feel should I ever stand again on ground I’d 

defended as a 24 year old first lieutenant. Would it be painful? Or sorrowful? 

Melodramatic? Or filled with emotion? Now I know, though I’m not sure I can 

adequately describe those feelings. Perhaps they included relief in having survived 

Vietnam ... yet joy in reliving the experience ... thankfulness ... renewed respect for a 

worthy foe ... affirmation of the sacrifice made by so many. More than anything, it 

was a moment filled simply with excitement!  

I was happy to be able to share this spot and this experience with Florence, who has 

listened to my Blackhorse stories for so many years. But I wished, too, that I could 

share it with the NVA soldier who fired his RPGs into my tracks. I wondered if he 

were still living. I suspect that he was simply fulfilling his duty to his country—as 

were we—that night of November 4th, 1969. And I wished that I could share the 

moment with John Brady whose memory endures on Line 27, Panel 16 West, of a 

black granite wall in our nation’s capital.  

Just a few meters from where we stood, a monument rose above the trees. We 

walked to it. It was a memorial to the NVA who died in battle there. We stood in 

quiet respect, taking in the sheer immensity of the moment.  

Actually, each side had a memorial on this battleground. Theirs was the tall, 

unkempt monument before me. Ours, the worn and broken berm behind me. And 

one more memorial was dedicated as Florence and I walked the now-silent 

battlefield: a handful of red earth I scooped up and sealed in a baggie. Many young 

men died that night twenty six years ago. Were the causes for which we fought 

honorable and worthy? Who knows. Not even the wisdom of history will tell us for 

sure. Yet it can be said without doubt that the men on the field of battle served 

honorably and bravely through that night.  

A reminder of the war’s continuing influence on Vietnam lay half hidden in the 

grass at our feet: an unexploded artillery round. We learned later that three 

children died just a month earlier from such a piece of leftover ordnance.  

Blackhorse blood had long been washed from Song Be’s soil, but I scooped up one 

last baggie of earth for old times’ sake. And, as we turned east and walked to the 

road, I noticed that my hands were once again the rust-red color they had been so 

long ago. In a way, I wished that color would stay with me forever, that I might 

always remember.  
 

 

 

It was twenty three years ago. November 4, 1969. 



 

 

In the early morning darkness, sappers of the NVA’s COSVN J-16 

Armor Office and the NVA 7th Division breached the wire of FSB 

Buttons. It was a desperate attempt to overrun Buttons and take 

the city of Song Be. The battle raged for more than four hours. 

As part of the perimeter defense, I Troop lost one dead and 

several wounded. I was fortunate--the RPG’s that slammed into 

my track weren’t labeled "KIA," they had "Ticket to The World" 

written on them. 

The last thing I remember of that pre—dawn darkness was being 

carried by four men to a medevac chopper. On one corner of my 

litter was a 1st Cav Division chaplain. I don’t remember his 

face and I didn’t know his name. I only knew that he, like the 

others that night, was there for me. 

For twenty three years I’ve wondered who they were and have 

longed to come face to face again——to be able to say "thanks!" 

to those men and others who made my welfare their concern that 

night. 

But my story has really just begun. 

Chapter Two was set in San Antonio in August of 1992. My wife, 

Florence, and I were there for our first 11th Cav reunion. 

Shortly after we arrived I was approached by a Blackhorse 

trooper named Bob Walker. He looked at me with just a shadow 

of doubt in his eyes and then exclaimed, "I remember you! You’re 

Lieutenant Dodge! I stayed with you when you were brought to 

the command track after being wounded at Buttons! I never saw 

so much shrapnel in one leg! And I think I carried you to the 

medevac chopper when they flew you out, too!" Here was my first 

chance to say "thanks!" 

That meeting in itself was reward enough to have traveled 1000 

miles to Reunion VII! But there was more to come. 

As Florence perused the tables along one wall of the banquet 

room, she found a handwritten note that said simply, "My name 

is Chaplain Gene Allen, 1st Cav, FSB Buttons. I did a lot with 

the 11th when they were attacked outside the berm at Buttons. 

Call me if you remember." 

My heart was in my throat! He had to be the chaplain I remembered! 

I called him, and we went to dinner (appropriately enough, to 

a Vietnamese restaurant). After twenty three years, I was face 

to face again with my second stretcher bearer! But here’s the 

rest of the story--and it involves the incredible circumstances 

that brought us together again. Gene Allen had retired from the 

Army in San Antonio. Not Washington or Dallas or San Diego, but 

San Antonio. He’s now a hospital chaplain and knew nothing of 

our 11th ACVVC reunion because, you see, while in Vietnam, he 

wasn’t even with the 11th ACR--he was assigned to the 1st Cav. 

But, by chance he was doing a seminar this particular weekend 

at our Holiday Inn, and when he saw the Blackhorse banners, he 



 

 

left his hastily written note in our meeting room. My call 

reached him as he and his wife were packing for a trip to Austin. 

An hour more and he’d have been gone. And, had Florence not been 

with me I may never have seen Gene’s note. But, she was. The 

rest is history. My reunion was complete. 

Having just been reunited after twenty three years with two of 

the men who truly were my "tickets to The World," I thought my 

story must have been the most incredible of the weekend! What 

I noticed, though, was that everyone I met had a story. They 

were stories of sadness and brotherhood and friendships 

rekindled. They were filled with every emotion you can imagine. 

And each story was just as important as the next. 

That was the essence of Reunion VII... that we were together 

again sharing one of the most significant experiences of our 

lives. 

And it was good. 

Ty Dodge (3rd 

Platoon, I Troop, 

3/11 ACR) 

2701 Overhill Road 

Birmingham, AL 35223 

P.S. Perhaps the men on the remaining corners of my stretcher, 

as well as others who risked their lives to save mine that night, 

will read this and call. I don’t know who you are, but I do want 

to tell you "thanks!" 
 

 

Letter of Commendation to MSgt Robinson at Song Be - following attack on camp in 

January, 1970. 

dated 15 August, 1970.  

HEADQUARTERS 

CIVIL OPERATIONS & RURAL DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT 

Phuoc Long Province - III MR 

USMACV Advisory Team 67 

APO San Francisco 96314 

This is to commend you for the excellent manner in which you conducted yourself and 

carried out your assigned duties in the defense of your compound and your comrades 

during the enemy attack on the United States Military Assistance Command, Vietnam 

Compound, Song Be, Republic of Vietnam on 20 and 21 January, 1970. 

The enemy attack consisted of more than one-hundred rocket and mortar rounds and 

automatic small arms fire impacting inside the compound with deadly and devastating 

accuracy. As a result of a direct hit within the nearby ammunition and POL storage area, 

a fire began which saturated the entire area continually with debris caused by subsequent 

explosions of approximately 3,000 mixed 105mm and 155mm artillery shells, several 

thousand assorted varieties of grenades and recoilless rifle shells, 1,000 mixed 60mm and 

81mm mortar shells, 800,000 rounds of mixed small arms ammunition, miscellaneous 

other types of munitions and 93,000 liters of POL products. The compound was 



 

 

rendered totally uninhabitable and was evacuated. 
Your instant response to the emergency at hand and your excellent and unfaltering 

performance of your duties under such extreme conditions most assuredly contributed to 

the fact that the compound withstood the enemy attack and friendly casualties were held 

to a minimum with no fatalities. 

It is through outstanding military personnel of your caliber that the United States Military 

Services continue to progress. 

Signed: 

Robert T. Hayden 

Lieutenant Colonel, USA 

Province Senior Advisor 
Letter from "Robie" Robinson to webmaster 11/1/2004:  
Alan, 

I can tell this is a form letter because my name is a different color font that the rest of the letter. 
Everyone there must have received the same letter or higher depending on what they did. I was 
just there. I spent most of the time in a bunker, safe from the shelling and rifle fire. I don't know if I 
could have done what Ed DeLeon and the others guy did. The building where I bunked in was 
right next to an ARVN ammo dump and, as the above letter mentions, a fire which set off the 
ammo dump set our building on fire and we all lost everything that wasn't on our backs or in our 
pockets. We were forced to move into the almost completed new compound. 
As I recall it, on the evening of 20 January, 1970, around 8:00 p.m., one motor round landed 
somewhere within our compound. What the VC was doing is seeing if they had our compound 
sited in. They certainly did!  
Around 3:00 a.m. they started a motor barrage that lasted until around 8:00 a.m. when an AC-119 
boxcar called came over and sprayed their area with their gatlin' guns or whatever they had 
on-board. I'm not sure but I think the AC-119 was called a Shadow as opposed to Spooky or Puff 
the Magic Dragon which was the AC-47 gunship. It was then that we saw how bad our compound 
was hit.  
I believe it was later that morning that I was sent to Tan Son Nhut for three days of rest and to 
pick up new clothes. I have some pictures of before and after at the old compound and some of 
the new compound. Getting the pictures scanned is my problem. I don't have my own computer 
so a friend does it for me when he has time. I should have gotten everyone's name and put them 
on the back of the pictures but I didn't. I'm hoping someone will see them and recognize who they 
are and let's you or I know.  
I was at Song Be from 28 December, 1969 until 7 July, 1970. 
I wish there was a website where guys from DaNang and Song Be could get in touch with each. I 
don't know of any, do you? 
Thanks for making the 8th APS website. I guess this is as close as I'll come to talking to guys 
who were there when I was. 
I don't know if I mentioned it before but I was a ground radio operator (293X0) and worked in the 
small ALCE building right next to the 8APS building. 
Take care!.. 
Harold Robbie Robinson 
MSgt/USAF/Retired 


